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Abstract Ionospheric scintillation produces strong disruptive effects on Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) signals, ranging from degrading performances
to rendering these signals useless for accurate navigation. The current paper presents a novel approach to detect scintillation on the GNSS signals based on its effect
on the ionospheric-free combination of carrier-phases,
i.e. the standard combination of measurements used in
Precise Point Positioning (PPP). The method is implemented using actual data, thereby having both its feasibility and its usefulness assessed at the same time. The
results identify the main effects of scintillation, which
consist of an increased level of noise in the ionosphericfree combination of measurements and the introduction
of cycle-slips into the signals. Also discussed is how misdetected cycle-slips contaminate the Rate Of change of
the TEC Index (ROTI) values, which is especially important for low-latitude receivers. By considering the
effect of single jumps in the individual frequencies, the
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proposed method is able to isolate, over the combined
signal, the frequency experiencing the cycle-slip. Moreover, because of the use of the ionospheric-free combination, the method captures the diffractive nature of
the scintillation phenomena that, in the end, is the relevant effect on PPP. Finally, a new scintillation index
is introduced that is associated with the degradation of
the performance in navigation.
Keywords · Scintillation · ionospheric irregularities ·
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) · High
Accuracy Navigation · cycle-slip detection · scintillation
indices

1 Introduction
Ionospheric scintillation is related to fluctuations in the
intensity and phase of radio signals, including those of
the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The
signals are scattered and/or diffracted by irregularities
in the electron distribution encountered during travel
along the ray propagation path, thereby disrupting the
performance of space-based communication and navigation systems. Scintillation causes the GNSS signals
to have an increased level of noise or even experience
a loss of lock on the receiver tracking. For that reason, scintillation has become one of the major concerns
in navigation (Pi et al, 2014); therefore, the correction
and/or mitigation of the effects of scintillation is one of
the current challenges in achieving precise GNSS navigation (see Béniguel et al, 2009).
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The climatology of L-band scintillations has been
characterized in several studies involving GNSS receiver
networks (e.g. Cervera and Thomas, 2006; Paznukhov
et al, 2012); from these studies, it is possible to state
that the occurrence of ionospheric scintillation and its
intensity are strongly dependent on latitude, local time,
season of the year, Solar Cycle, and magnetic activity, presenting a strong degree of day to day variability (Aarons, 1982, 1993). Although scintillation may
be a global phenomenon, the occurrence of scintillation
is generally clustered around the geomagnetic equator
(φmagnetic < |25|°) and in both polar regions (φmagnetic >
|60|°). In the particular case of high latitudes, scintillation appears to be associated with geomagnetic storms
or solar events, whereas in equatorial latitudes, it is associated with plasma movements that typically occur
after the local sunset (Béniguel et al, 2009).
Concerning the size of the irregularities in the electron distribution, these irregularities can range from
metres to tens of kilometres, and their drift velocities
(in combination with the scan velocity of the GNSS)
can span from tens to hundreds of metres per second,
in low latitudes, up to some kilometres per second, in
high latitudes (Basu and Basu, 1989). Large-scale variations in the electron density cause changes in the signal
refraction; moreover, irregularities up to scale lengths of
approximately some hundreds of metres also scatter the
signal, causing diffractive effects (Kintner et al, 2009)
that can be observed as fading of the signal amplitude.
In both cases, the GNSS signals experience rapid phase
variations, which can be tracked by specific GNSS receivers that work at higher frequency (typically 50 Hz)
than standard GNSS receivers. From the data collected
from these particular Ionospheric Scintillation Monitoring Receivers (ISMRs), several indices have been developed to measure the effect of scintillation activity on
GNSS signals:
The amplitude scintillation index, S4 is defined as
the standard deviation of the signal power normalized
by its mean (Briggs and Parkin, 1963):
s
S4 =

hSI 2 i − hSIi2
hSIi2

(1)

where SI denotes the signal intensity. S4 is typically
computed over a period of one minute, and its values
typically range from 0 to 1 (although it may be greater
than 1).

The phase scintillation index, σϕ is defined as the
standard deviation of the de-trended carrier phase (Yeh
and Chao-Han, 1982):
p
(2)
σϕ = hϕ2 i − hϕi2
where ϕ denotes the de-trended carrier phase measurement. This standard deviation is calculated over a certain time period, typically one minute, and accounts
for carrier phase fluctuations. Unlike amplitude fading,
these phase fluctuations can also appear in large-scale
irregularities (Rino, 1979).
The computation of σϕ takes advantage of the highfrequency nature of the carrier phase fluctuations associated with scintillation. In this sense, the isolation of
the scintillation effect on the carrier phase is performed
by filtering the carrier phase, typically with a 6th order high-pass Butterworth filter (Van Dierendonck and
Arbesser-Ratsburg, 2004). Thus, all the fluctuations introduced by other effects (such as geometry and tropospheric delay) that usually are of lower frequencies
are removed. However, other high-frequency effects that
could be present on the carrier phase data, such as the
receiver clock errors or cycle-slips, may distort the calculation of the σϕ index (Humphreys et al, 2005). Moreover, the particular characteristics of the filter can have
an influence on the σϕ retrievals (Forte, 2005).
The common characteristic of the aforementioned
scintillation indices is that they rely on high data sampling rates, which for the ISMRs are usually 50 Hz.
However, ISMRs are not yet very numerous, and the
storage of data at such sampling rate requires substantial memory capabilities. As a consequence, scintillation
data are not typically openly available. In this context,
scintillation indices computed with data collected at a
lower frequency are of great interest.
The Rate Of change of the TEC Index (ROTI) defined in Pi et al (1997) is an example of a scintillation
indicator that can be computed from dual-frequency
measurements at low frequency (typically 1/30 Hz).
The ROTI is defined as the standard deviation of the
time derivative of the ionospheric delay, i.e. the Total
Electron Content (TEC). The Slant TEC (STEC) is
measured directly from the geometric-free combination
of the carrier phase measurements (LGF = L1 − L2 ),
where the hardware biases and ambiguities of the carrier phases are removed in the derivation:
s 
D ∆L 2 E D ∆L E2
1
GF
GF
ROT I =
×
−
(3)
M ()
∆t
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M() being an obliquity factor, which depends on the
satellite elevation (), used to mitigate large ROTI values at low elevations.
This standard deviation is computed over a time
window of pre-defined length, which depends on the
sampling rate (typically 5 minutes with 1/30 Hz data
or 1 minute with 1 Hz data). In fact, ROTI determinations are influenced by the selected sampling rate and
time interval for the calculation (Jacobsen, 2014). In
addition, a key element in the ROTI computation is
the correct identification of the satellite arcs, which
depends on the receiver processing algorithms. Moreover, no straightforward relationship exists between the
ROTI and the aforementioned S4 or σϕ indices, and
their inter-comparisons are usually conducted using statistics (e.g Carrano and Groves, 2007).
Despite these previous drawbacks, the ROTI has become a standard scintillation indicator because of the
availability of a large number of receivers operating at
lower frequencies (e.g. 1/30 Hz or 1 Hz) distributed
worldwide and openly accessible (e.g. hundreds of them
from the International GNSS Service (IGS), see Beutler
et al (1999)). This is not the case of the ISMRs.
Another ionospheric activity indicator suitable for
identification of the ionospheric disturbed periods is the
Along Arc TEC Rate (AATR) index (Sanz et al, 2014).
As in the case of the ROTI, the AATR is also based on
the time derivative of the LGF combination; however,
the goal of the AATR is to identify the periods and
regions with high ionospheric activity (at low or high
frequency). In this sense, AATR is sensitive not only
to scintillation but also to other ionospheric phenomena that have large temporal or spatial gradients (such
as bubbles and ionospheric storms); such phenomena
commonly appear jointly with scintillation. Thus, the
AATR is a useful parameter to select the periods and
regions for which scintillation episodes are expected.
In this paper, a new methodology is presented for
detecting scintillation on the GNSS signals with geodetic receivers at 1 Hz data. The proposed method uses
the ionospheric-free combination of carrier phase measurements (LIF ), which is the usual combination in
the standard Precise Point Positioning (PPP) (Zumberge et al, 1997). A new scintillation index is defined
(ionospheric-free standard deviation or σIF ) that measures the scintillation effect on the LIF combination
and, therefore, this index measures the direct effect of
scintillation on positioning.
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The paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 describes
the data set that is used to introduce the methodology.
Sect. 3 provides the details of the method. In Sect. 4,
σIF is introduced as a new scintillation indicator that is
specifically tailored for navigation applications. Sect. 5
presents comparisons of the new index σIF versus commonly used scintillation indices. Finally, in Sect. 6, the
main conclusions of this work are highlighted and summarized.

2 Experimental data
The proposed methodology is illustrated using the data
gathered by the IGS receiver SEY1 (located in Seychelles Islands), which corresponds to a low latitude
during the Day Of Year (DOY) 058 in 2014 (February 27th , 2014). The selection of this particular day is
two-fold: first, because the date is close to the March
Equinox, scintillation episodes are expected to occur in
low latitudes at local sunset hours; second, during the
last part of DOY 058, an ionospheric storm was triggered by the arrival of charged particles to the Earth
that were ejected from the Sun some days before (Sanz
et al, 2014), see the Dst index in the bottom plot of
Fig. 1.
Such ionospheric disturbances can be monitored by
means of the ROTI or AATR index. The AATR is depicted in Fig. 1 for several consecutive days, including
the day of interest. Four additional IGS receivers are included in the figure for inter-comparison purposes: another one in low latitude, CHPI (East coast of Brazil);
two in high-latitude regions, YELL (Canada, close to
the North geomagnetic pole) and MCM4 (Antarctic
continent, close to the South geomagnetic pole); and
one in a mid-latitude region, USN3 (East coast of the
United States of America). The coordinates and model
of each respective receiver are provided in Table 1 along
with corresponding geomagnetic latitude, the largest
AATR value at each location achieved during DOY 058
and the 99th percentile during the whole year 2014, for
comparison.
Figure 1 shows that the mid-latitude receiver USN3
presents moderate AATR values during all the week.
The largest AATR values correspond to the end of DOY
058 for the high-latitude receivers MCM4 and YELL.
These observed AATR values are among the largest values that occurred during 2014 and are associated with
the aforementioned ionospheric storm (note that, for
these two high latitude receivers, the AATR values dur-
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Fig. 1: Ionospheric Activity Indicators from DOY 054 to 061 in 2014. The top and middle plot depict AATR values
at several IGS stations: high latitude: MCM4 (green) and YELL (blue); mid latitude: USN3 (pink); low latitude:
SEY1 (black), CHPI (red). The bottom plot depicts the Dst values for the period of study using a black line with
pluses. DOY 058 presents the highest values for the AATR and the lowest Dst indices during the period.
Table 1: For selected IGS stations, a detailed list of the receiver type, geographic coordinates, geomagnetic latitude,
highest AATR value achieved during DOY 058 and 99th percentile AATR value for year 2014.
Station

Receiver type

Name

Brand / model

CHPI
MCM4
SEY1
USN3
YELL

JAVAD TRE G3TH
ASHTECH UZ-12
JAVAD TRE G3TH
ASHTECH Z-XII3T
JAVAD TRE G3T

Coordinates (degrees)
Geographic
Lon
Lat
-45.0
166.7
55.5
-77.1
-114.5

-22.6
-77.8
-4.6
38.7
62.3

AATR (TECUs/min)

Geomagnetic
Lat

DOY 058
Max

Year 2014
99th

-12.4
-78.7
-11.2
49.9
69.1

1.82
2.00
1.42
0.30
1.55

0.91
0.87
0.94
0.19
0.68

ing the rest of the week remain quite moderate). Moreover, the largest AATR values for the two low-latitude
receivers (SEY1 and CHPI) are found to occur shortly
after the local sunset hours on a daily basis. Examining Table 1, one can also notice that the AATR values
for these low latitude receivers, during day 058, correspond to one of the largest values during the whole year
2014, as was the case for the middle and high latitude
stations.
The information extracted from the AATR values
regarding the ionospheric activity can be complemented
by examining the high ROTI values associated with
the data from some satellites for the same receivers in
Table 1. This examination is accomplished in Fig. 2,

where the ROTI values for four satellite-receiver pairs
are depicted. Because we use a sampling rate of 1 Hz for
computing the ROTI, the represented values are higher
than the typical values obtained at 1/30 Hz (see Jacobsen, 2014). In any case, from these ROTI values, it can
be assumed that the data were gathered under strong
scintillation conditions. The ROTI values for the same
satellite-receiver pairs are depicted for the previous day
in the left plot of Fig. 2. It can be observed that the lowlatitude receivers (SEY1 and CHPI) are also affected by
strong scintillation (related with the local sunset), but
for the high-latitude receivers (YELL and MCM4) the
ROTI values are moderate, because the geomagnetic
storm has not started yet.
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Fig. 2: ROTI values corresponding to DOY 57 (left) and DOY 58 (right) in 2014 at the IGS stations of SEY1
(black), CHPI (red), MCM4 (green) and YELL (blue) for some particular satellites (PRN26, PRN11, PRN28 and
PRN31).
3 Method
The method proposed in this work is based on using
the ionospheric free combination of carrier phase measurements, LIF , in metres, defined as:
LIF = α · ϕ1 − β · ϕ2

(4)

where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the raw carrier phases (expressed
in cycles) in the L1 and L2 GPS frequencies, and the
coefficients α = 0.484 metre/cycle and β = 0.377 metre/cycle are the corresponding conversion factors. In
fact, α and β represent the variation that the LIF combination experiences after one cycle increment in L1
or L2 , respectively. Note that these figures differ by
a factor of 2π from those in Carrano et al (2013). If
the value of LIF is computed from the L1 and L5 , the
corresponding values are α = 0.430 metre/cycle and
β = 0.321 metre/cycle.
The refractive part of the ionospheric delay is wellknown (Crawford, 1968) to depend on 1/f 2 and can be
removed (typically up to a 99.9%) with the LIF combination. As a result, LIF is the most common combination used in high-accuracy navigation. Indeed, in
nominal conditions, when all the effects on the GNSS
signal are taken into account, this combination can be
accurately modelled up to the centimetre level (Sanz
et al, 2013). Therefore, any non-modelled effect with an
impact on the LIF combination greater than few centimetres (as the non-refractive part of the ionospheric
scintillation) should be observed.
The methodology is essentially the same than in the
standard PPP processing, with some differences that

will be highlighted in the next paragraphs. We will illustrate this by considering one of the cases in Fig. 2;
specifically, the arc of data from the IGS receiver SEY1
and PRN26.
First, the large cycle-slips that usually occur under
perturbed ionospheric activity periods must be identified. Generally, these large cycle-slips cause a loss of
lock of the signal. For this purpose, an initial (rough)
cycle-slip detector is established, which is similar to the
cycle-slip detector described in (Sanz et al, 2013). In the
first step, the algorithm uses the Melbourne Wübbena
(MW) combination, as in the Turboedit algorithm (Blewitt, 1990). The second step of the cycle-slip detector
consists of a polynomial fitting of the last LGF data to
predict the next data value (notice that the Turboedit
algorithm uses the pseudorange for this purpose). In
this second step, a cycle-slip is declared when the actual LGF and the predicted value differ more than 40
centimetres. Notice that, according to the definition of
LGF , this threshold corresponds to more than one cycleslip on L1 or L2 in standard PPP this threshold is usually set to a much lower value).
The situation is illustrated for receiver SEY1 and
PRN26 in Fig. 3, together with the ionospheric activity
sampled by means of the ROTI index (solid line). In this
plot, the original LGF , which is directly computed from
the L1 and L2 measurements present in the RINEX file,
is depicted with red pluses. The blue crosses represent
the LGF corresponding to the different continuous arcs
of data after the rough cycle-slip detection. Because the
carrier phase is aligned with the code after each cycle-
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Fig. 3: For IGS receiver SEY1 and PRN26: red pluses,
STEC from RINEX without cycle-slip detection; blue
crosses, STEC during different continuous arcs of data
after rough polynomial-based cycle-slip detection; solid
black line, ROTI.

slip, the carrier phase jumps (some of them detected
with the MW combination) are enhanced after using
this initial cycle-slip detector. Therefore, the continuous
arcs can be easily identified.
After this rough detection of the cycle-slips, our efforts are devoted to the study of smaller cycle-slips,
which consist of one cycle in either L1 or L2 .
Several authors (e.g. Xu and Morton, 2015) have
reported the advantage of using the receiver position
and the satellite orbits as part of the de-trending to the
GNSS measurements. Similarly, we start from the precise coordinates of the receiver. Going beyond this idea,
the second step consists of modelling (as accurately
as possible) the physical effects on the LIF combination. These physical effects include tropospheric delays
and satellite orbits and clock offsets, as in PPP. Tropospheric delays can be corrected using the IGS tropospheric corrections available at International GNSS
Service Products (2014) that are computed for a large
number of IGS receivers. Notice that as stated in the
IGS website, these corrections have an accuracy of 4
mm in the zenith direction. Therefore, residuals errors
in the tropospheric corrections will be at the level of 1
cm and easily distinguishable from scintillation effects
because varies slowly in time.
Satellite clock offsets are interpolated from precise
clock files from the IGS final combined solution; these
files are stored at sampling interval of 30 s and must be
interpolated to the required 1 s cadence of the geode-

tic receivers. The final modelling shall be accurate to
the centimetre level. At this point, note that the detrending is sensitive to any non-linear behavior of the
satellite clock; which could affect the GNSS signal in
a similar way than scintillation, as later detailed in
Sect. 4. Therefore, it is interesting to include in the
study some additional receivers that are not affected
by scintillation. With the help of the data from such
receivers, eventual anomalies of the satellite clocks can
be detected. This is the rationale for the inclusion of the
mid-latitude receiver ”USN3” in the analysis presented
in Sect. 4.
After the de-trending of the ionospheric-free combination, only the receiver clock offset, the carrier phase
ambiguities, and scintillation effects should remain as
residuals. The outcome of this process is shown in Fig. 4,
where the residuals of the LIF are depicted for several
satellites in the same plot. Except for a constant per
arc associated with the carrier phase ambiguities, all
the residuals are found to share a common pattern related with the receiver clock offset. In fact, these are
the same terms as in PPP, except for the receiver coordinates (that in the method are known). In this way,
these residuals can be described by:
j
∆LjIF = c · Trcv + BIF

(5)

where ∆LjIF is the residual of the LIF combination for
satellite ”j”, ”c” is the speed of light, Trcv is the receiver
j
is the carrier phase ambiguity.
clock offset, and BIF
At this point, since the clock offset of this receiver
does not present large variations, some cycle-slips can
be easily identified (for example in the PRN02 residuals).
Starting from the residuals depicted in Fig. 4, in a
third step, the carrier-phase ambiguities (per arc) and
the receiver clock offset (per epoch) are estimated using
Eq.(5). This assumes that not all the satellites are affected by scintillation. In this sense, carrier-phase residuals in Eq.(5) can be weighted taking into account some
of the parameters related with scintillation (e.g. the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) or the ROTI for each specific
satellite). Notice that, as shown in Fig. 5, the receiver
clock offset presents non-negligible fluctuations at high
frequency that (as noted in Humphreys et al (2005)) are
not completely removed using a high-pass band filter.
Finally, the receiver clock offset estimation is subtracted from the current residual of the LIF , thus completing the de-trending of the ionospheric-free combination. The final residual of the LIF is depicted in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4: For IGS receiver SEY1: residual of the detrended ionospheric-free combination of carrier-phase
measurements, LIF , for GPS satellites: PRN02 (red
crosses), PRN04 (green dots), PRN10 (black squares)
and PRN26 (blue asterisks).
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Fig. 6: For IGS receiver SEY1 and PRN26: final residual
of LIF once the receiver clock offset estimation (Fig. 5)
is subtracted from the de-trended LIF obtained in the
previous step (see Fig. 4). The ticks in the Y-axis of
37.7 cm facilitate the identification of jumps in the L2
frequency, see Eq. (4).
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Fig. 5: For IGS receiver SEY1: estimated receiver clock
offset for DOY 058, 2014.

Two main effects of scintillation on the low-latitude receiver SEY1 for satellite PRN26 are shown in this figure: (i) an increase of the amount of noise of the LIF
combination due to the diffraction of the GNSS signals
and (ii) the presence of cycle-slips. Notice that, after applying the proposed methodology, it is possible to distinguish between cycle-slips occurring in L1 (0.484 m)
and L2 (0.377 m). As a consequence, if the de-trending
is accurate enough, then one could correct these cycleslips at each frequency. For instance, the arc around the
second 64500 in Fig. 6, can be corrected by 4 cycles of
L2 (1.508 m) for aligning it with the beginning of the
interval.

A question arises from the results shown in Fig. 6:
are those jumps on the L1 or L2 carriers inherent to
the signal or are they artifacts of the receiver processing? In Xu et al (2015), the authors examined the relationship between the amplitude fading and the phase
jumps; they concluded that the phase jumps are different for L1 and L5 signals and the jumps are not simultaneous with the fading amplitude. From this observation,
the authors attributed the phase jumps to the input signal rather than to the receiver. The method presented
in the current paper allows for studying long time intervals (the complete satellite-receiver arc of data that
can last for hours), which can be helpful to answer the
above-mentioned question. Indeed, Fig. 7 depicts the
LIF de-trended residuals for the satellite PRN02 together with the S4 index for both frequencies L1 and
L2 . This particular S4 index was derived from the SNR
measurements present in the 1-Hz RINEX file. The S4
values and the LIF residuals clearly show that there is
no scintillation at the beginning and at the end of this
continuous arc of data of satellite PRN02, i.e. the perturbation occurs from 64800 s to 70200 s. Therefore, if
the jumps were in the input signal, then the residuals
at the beginning and at the end of the de-trended LIF
should be aligned. However, this clearly is not the case:
there is a bias of 1.5 m, which corresponds to 4 jumps in
L2 between the beginning (61200 s) and the end (75600
s) of the arc of continuous data. Thus, the conclusion
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Fig. 7: For IGS receiver SEY1 and PRN02: LIF residual
(grey pluses) versus S4 index at the L1 and L2 frequencies (red and blue lines, respectively). The S4 indices
are derived from the SNR present in the RINEX file.

Fig. 8: For IGS receiver SEY1 and PRN26: red pluses,
residual of the ionospheric-free combination, LIF ; blue
crosses, residual of LIF after detection and correction
of cycle-slips.

from this result is that the carrier phase jumps (during a fading of the signal) are produced in the receiver
Phase Lock Loop (PLL). In such a way that, under the
same scintillation environment, the response of two receivers can be different.

Notice that, despite these results correspond to a single day, from the study of additional days, it appears
that this is the general situation for high-latitude scintillation that is the presence of cycle-slip is much less
frequent than at low-latitude. However, this should be
further confirmed by studying longer periods with ionospheric activity.

4 The IF-Sigma indicator
From the point of view of satellite navigation, the main
problem with scintillation is the presence of continuous cycle-slips due to the diffraction of the GNSS signal (Banville et al, 2010). Therefore, if such cycle-slips
could be detected and corrected, then it would be possible to use in the navigation filter the carrier-phase measurements from satellites under scintillation. In fact, because of the accurate de-trending introduced in the previous section, one can distinguish a jump in L1 from a
jump in L2 . Therefore, these cycle-slips can be detected
and corrected. This process is illustrated in the next
two figures: Fig. 8 corresponds to the example (SEY1,
PRN26) developed in the previous section, and Fig. 9
extends the procedure for all the satellites in view from
the IGS receivers in the low and high latitude regions
in Table 1 (during the DOY 058, 2014).
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that, once cycle-slips are
corrected, the residuals of the LIF only reach the level
of some centimetres. The results for the high latitude
receivers (YELL and MCM4) appear to indicate that
cycle-slips associated with scintillation are not frequent
at those latitudes, even under high ionospheric activity.

In fact, the cases with larger residuals experienced
in the YELL receiver (for instance, a peak up to one
metre in Fig. 9) are associated with errors in the interpolation of satellite orbits or clocks. This association is
confirmed in Fig. 10, where the LIF residuals for the
satellites PRN01 and PRN28 in view from receivers
YELL and USN3 are depicted. Indeed, the residuals
exhibit a common pattern, despite the USN3 receiver
being located at mid latitude, where no scintillation is
expected. Thus, these residuals at the decimetre level
(unlike the nominal centimetre-level, as in Fig. 9) are
attributable to the interpolation of satellite orbits or
clocks and not to scintillation. In the case of PRN01,
the problem is a lack of availability in the IGS Final
orbit file, whereas in the case of PRN28 the problem is
related with fast fluctuations of the satellite clock with
a time-scale smaller than the IGS Final clock file. These
type of anomalies are not frequent and, as we show, can
be detected by using additional receivers in order to see
such common patterns.
At this point, considering that the cycle-slips can
be identified and corrected, the navigation solution is
only affected by the remaining residual of the LIF , the
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Residuals of the LIF combination (meters)
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Fig. 9: From the top to bottom row and the left to right column. For high latitude (YELL, MCM4) and low latitude
(CHPI, SEY1) receivers: red pluses, residual of the ionospheric-free combination, LIF ; blue crosses, residual of
LIF after detection and correction of cycle-slips. All satellites in view of the receivers are depicted.

The results in Fig. 9 support that, with the σIF , one
can see clearly differences between high and low latitude
scintillation. Certainly, depicting σIF in Fig. 12 for the
same cases represented in Fig. 2, σIF is significantly
smaller for the high latitude receivers (YELL, MCM4)

Scintillation index σIF as the standard deviation of the LIF residuals for PRN26 and receiver SEY1
0.3
LIF residuals (meters) / Standard deviation σIF (meters)

diffractive part, which, unlike the refractive part, remains under scintillation (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). In this
sense, the standard deviation of such residuals can be
used as a parameter to reflect the degradation in the
navigation that any receiver would experience, provided
the phase jumps are detected and fixed. Such standard
deviation is defined as IF-sigma (σIF ). Figure 11 depicts the σIF parameter (computed over a sliding window of 1 minute) for the example developed in the previous sections. The observed increase of the value of σIF
corresponds to the hours associated with the presence
of scintillations (observed as rapid fluctuations in the
residuals of the LIF combination). Under such circumstances, the degradation of the signal will be translated
into the navigation solution.

LIF residuals (corrected cycle slips)
Standard deviation σIF (1 minute window)

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
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0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
54000
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61200

64800
68400
72000
75600
Universal Time (seconds of day 2014 058)

79200

82800

Fig. 11: For IGS receiver SEY1 and PRN26: red
pluses, residual of the de-trended and receiver-clock
free ionospheric-free combination, LIF ; blue line, corresponding σIF .
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0.1
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USN3 PRN28
0.08
Residuals of the LIF combination (meters)
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Fig. 10: LIF residuals for receivers YELL (red) and USN3 (blue). The signal de-trending can be affected by holes
in the SP3 precise orbit file (left-hand plot, PRN01) or by non-linear behaviour of the satellite clock (right-hand
plot, PRN28).
than for the low latitude ones (CHPI, SEY1). Indeed,
the values of σIF , for high latitude receivers are of 1 or
2 centimetres, which are comparable to the degradation
of the σIF with the elevation angle, due to miss modelling in the LIF (as can be seen at the beginning or the
end of arcs in Fig. 12); thus, in general if the σIF with
such small values, a high degradation on the navigation
solution should not be expected in these regions when
one uses the classical PPP technique (i.e., using the LIF
combination). This agrees, for example, with Jacobsen
and Andalsvik (2016), where in spite of a slight increase
of the navigation error with the ionospheric activity, it
is maintained at the level of few centimetres.

5 IF-sigma versus other scintillation indices
In this section, the newly defined σIF index is compared
to the most commonly used scintillation indices (σϕ , S4
and ROTI).
The newly introduced σIF is, by definition, directly
affected by the mis-modelling of the GNSS signal. This
mis-modelling is usually at the level of 1 centimetre (in
Root Mean Square (RMS) and smaller in 1-sigma value)
and increases at low elevation angles. The latter can
be mitigated with an elevation cut-off angle (approximately 20 degrees) or by means of an obliquity factor.
Taking this factor into account, σIF is able to detect
scintillation when its effect on the LIF combination is
greater than 1 centimetre. From the conversion values
in Eq. (4), this situation implies a detection capability
of the σIF indicator of approximately 0.1 radians.

Standard deviation σIF (1 minute window) of the LIF residuals (meters)

Residuals of the LIF combination (meters)

0.8

0.14
SEY1 PRN26
CHPI PRN11
MCM4 PRN28
YELL PRN31

0.12

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0
0

7200

14400 21600 28800 36000 43200 50400 57600 64800 72000 79200 86400
Universal Time (seconds of day 2014 058)

Fig. 12: Standard deviation σIF of the LIF residuals
for DOY 058, 2014 at different IGS stations placed at
high latitude: MCM4 (green) and YELL (blue); and low
latitude: SEY1 (black), CHPI (red) for some particular
satellites (PRN26, PRN11, PRN28 and PRN31).

Two additional aspects shall be considered when
comparing the σIF with the σϕ values:
(i) For the σϕ computation, it is not clear how the
receiver de-trending algorithms function when a cycleslip occurs (notice that, as reported in Xu and Morton
(2015), these jumps can last for several tens of milliseconds). As a result, different receivers with different
PLLs or de-trending algorithms present different σϕ values (Humphreys et al, 2005).
(ii) Because LIF is a combination of L1 and L2 , a
σIF can be intended to be derived (let us name it σ ∗ )
from the respectively σϕ associated with L1 and L2 (or
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L5 ) using the conversion factors of Eq. (4). However,
this resulting σ ∗ depends on the correlation between
the scintillation effects on L1 and L2 . For example, if
the effect in both frequencies were totally uncorrelated,
then the value of σ ∗ would satisfy the following relationship:
σ ∗2 = α2 · σ12 + β 2 · σ22

(6)

where σ1 and σ2 correspond to the σϕ values on L1 and
L2 , and α and β are the parameters defined in Eq. (4).
However, in the case of having some correlation in
the scintillation effect on both frequencies, Equation
Eq. (6) is different. For example, if the scintillation were
only refractive, then the ionospheric delay in both frequencies would be completely correlated. Under such
circumstances, the relationship between σ1 and σ2 is
(Rino, 1979):
σ1
f1
β
=
=
σ2
f2
α

(7)

where f1 and f2 denote the L1 and L2 frequencies. In
this case, scintillation would not affect the LIF combination and σIF should be quite small (reflecting only a
small mis-modelling of LIF ).
Considering the previous comments, the comparison of σIF with the standard σϕ measurements presents
some difficulties related with the correlation of the scintillation effect on both frequencies. However, as a starting point based on the cases shown in the previous sections, we can assume that, in high latitude regions, the
effect of scintillation at both frequencies is quite correlated (Wang and Morton, 2015), whereas in low latitude
regions, the effect of scintillation at both frequencies is
quite uncorrelated (see also Xu and Morton, 2015).
For example, in Fig. 13, σ ∗ is depicted, derived from
σ1 and σ5 (assuming uncorrelated values of σϕ ) versus
σIF for an ISMR located at the Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) in Peru (77°W, 12°S). During DOY 298 of
2014, the ionospheric activity in this region presented
the highest values for the whole year of 2014. The values of σ ∗ and σIF (from L1 and L5 ) are depicted for the
GPS satellite PRN27. In this comparison, a reasonable
match is found between their values under the assumption that the scintillation effect in both frequencies is
uncorrelated. Moreover, a good correlation is found between the S4 and the σIF , as shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 13.
Taking into account the results of Sect. 4 and 5,
we can conclude that, at high latitudes (small values
of σIF ), scintillation is mostly linked to the refractive
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part of the ionospheric delay. In other words, phase
fluctuations associated to scintillation in L1 and L2
are quite correlated (both are proportional to f −2 ).
This agrees with the moderate values of S4 seen at
these regions, (see, for instance Béniguel et al, 2009).
This phenomenon would not be the case for low latitude regions, where, due to the relevance of the signal
diffraction, scintillations at both frequencies appear to
be more uncorrelated, thus producing, apart from cycleslips, larger values of σIF . Moreover, the amplitude of
the carrier phase will be affected, resulting in higher
values of S4 . One comparison that highlights these conclusions is shown in Fig. 14. For high latitude (YELL,
MCM4) and low latitude (CHPI, SEY1) receivers, σIF
is depicted in the top panel; S4 (derived from the SNR
included in the RINEX file) is shown in the central
panel, and, in the bottom panel, the ROTI is shown after correcting for cycle-slips. In summary, as reported
in previous works (see, for example Steenburgh et al,
2008), the S4 parameter is typically higher for low latitude measurements than for high latitude ones, as confirmed from the results shown in Fig. 14. This observation reinforces the assumption that σIF and S4 are
both related to diffractive processes that affect the signal amplitude.
In addition, a noticeable result from Fig. 14 is the
change of the ROTI values for the low latitude receivers
when they are compared with those in Fig. 2. Indeed,
the ROTI values for high latitude receivers (YELL,
MCM4) remain the same (because the STEC values
are not affected by cycle-slips), whereas this is not the
case for the low latitude receivers (CHPI or SEY1):
the ROTI values are reduced significantly (almost by
50%) when STECs are corrected from cycle-slips. Consequently, for low latitudes, higher ROTI values can be
associated with cycle-slips not correctly detected rather
than with ionospheric scintillation.
Figure 15 depicts an example of situation where the
ROTI values can be incorrectly computed as a result
of a miss-detection of cycle-slips. The raw STEC (depicted with red squares) is affected by 5 cycle-slips as
it can be clearly seen in the residuals of the LIF combination (shown with solid black line). The STEC, once
these cycle slips are corrected, is shown with blue circles. The bottom plot illustrates that the ROTI computed with the STEC and the cycle-slips correctly detected presents different values than those from the raw
STEC from the RINEX files. Notice that usual cycleslip detectors based in the continuity of the LGF (look-
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Assessment of σIF PRN27 with a ISMR at Jicamarca station (77°W, 12°S)
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Fig. 13: For the ISMR receiver JRO and PRN27: Top panel depicts the σ ∗ (blue pluses) and σIF (red line)
values during DOY 298 of 2014. Bottom panel depicts the S4 for L1 and L5 frequencies (black and green lines,
respectively).
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Fig. 14: Top panel, σIF ; central panel, S4 ; bottom panel, ROTI after correcting for cycle-slips. Results correspond
to DOY 058, 2014 at different IGS stations placed at high latitude: MCM4 (green) and YELL (blue); and low
latitude: SEY1 (black), CHPI (red) for some particular satellites (PRN26, PRN11, PRN28 and PRN31).
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Effect of cycle-slip detection in ROTI and STEC for PRN26 and receiver SEY1
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Fig. 15: For IGS receiver SEY1 and PRN26: Top panel depicts with red squares the STEC from RINEX without
cycle-slip detection; blue circles, STEC during different continuous arcs of data after correction of cycle-slips;
black line with pluses, residual of the de-trended and receiver-clock free ionospheric-free combination, LIF , before
cycle slip detection and repair. The bottom plot depicts the corresponding ROTI values with the rough cycle-slip
detection (red squares) and the final cycle-slip correction (blue circles).
ing for abrupt changes) would not detect most of these
cycle-slips (because they are drifts), in particular, the
last one around second 63480.
Finally, from the comparison between ROTI and
σIF depicted in Fig. 14, one can conclude that, for high
latitudes, high ROTI values do not always imply high
values of σIF . This finding is important from the point
of view of navigation. Indeed, if the navigation solution
is obtained using the LIF combination, the accuracy
of the solution will depend just on the σIF , regardless of the ROTI value. In this sense, high ROTI values
(with small σIF values) indicate large spatial or temporal gradients in the ionosphere (with a refractive origin
that cancels out when the ionospheric-free combination
is built). This would only affect navigation in the case
of differential techniques (where the user applies external ionospheric corrections computed from the measurements from other receivers).

6 Conclusions
The present paper introduced a method capable of detecting scintillation on the GNSS signals based on its effect in the ionospheric-free combination of carrier phase

measurements collected by geodetic receivers. As it known,
this combination is the standard one used in PPP. In
this manner, the effect of scintillation on this combination is translated directly into high-accuracy navigation
(if many satellites are affected).
One of the main advantages of this novel approach is
that it can be applied even with data collected at a 1-Hz
sampling rate, which corresponds to the data collected
by hundreds of deployed GNSS receivers throughout the
world. Therefore, this technique allows for conducting
studies over long periods of time and on a planetary
scale, which enable new opportunities for scintillation
investigations. Indeed, the novel approach overcomes
the limitations of the current techniques caused by: (i)
the reduced number of ISMRs available and (ii) their
data are only provided for short periods of time.
It has been shown that, by means of a rough cycleslip detector combined with accurate modelling of the
ionospheric-free combination (including all well-known
effects, such as satellite clock offsets and receiver clock
offset), it is possible to isolate the mis-modelling in the
residual of this combination. This final residual clearly
shows the two main effects of scintillation: the presence
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of cycle-slips and an increased noise in the ionosphericfree combination due to the diffraction of the signal.
By considering the effect of single jumps in the individual frequencies, the proposed method is able to
isolate, over the combined signal, the frequency experiencing the cycle-slip. Because of this identification and
the subsequent repair of cycle-slips, the navigation errors are only affected by the remaining residual of the
ionospheric-free combination. The standard deviation
of such residuals constitutes a new ionospheric scintillation index that reflects the degradation in the user
navigation. This new ionospheric scintillation index, derived from data at 1 Hz and named σIF , was compared
with the standard scintillation indices (σϕ and S4 ) provided by an ISMR receiver working at 50 Hz. These
comparisons have demonstrated that σIF accounts for
essentially the same diffractive effect on the GNSS signal as S4 does. Moreover, since σIF is computed from
the LIF , its value relates the degradation of precise navigation with the scintillation.
Finally, using the methodology developed in this
work, the ROTI index is found to be a rough indicator of the ionospheric activity. On the one hand, because ROTI is based on the geometry-free combination,
it does not distinguish diffractive effects (large S4 and
σIF values) from refractive effects (moderate S4 and
σIF values). On the other hand, if the cycle-slips associated with scintillation are not corrected, then the
ROTI value will be overestimated, being large values of
ROTI linked to the receiver internal software processes
rather than to actual ionospheric activity.
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